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ABSTRACT

Cabanillas Sánchez, Verónica. M.S., Purdue University, August 2013. Major Professor:
Richard M. French.

Electrification projects based on renewable energy technology have demonstrated to be
suitable for providing electricity to rural communities. In the region of Cajamarca, Peru, a
wind electrification project has been implemented to provide electricity to the rural
community of El Alumbre. To develop this project the wind turbine IT-PE-100 was
designed. The turbine was built for the specific environmental conditions of the
mountainous region of the Andes.
This thesis focused on the performance identification of the current blades of the
IT-PE-100. It also presents determinate modifications to the blade design improving the
Gross Annual Energy Production of the turbine in the environmental conditions of
Cajamarca. To conduct this study the software PROPID has been used to perform the
analysis regarding the different modifications.
The optimum combination of the modifications yielded approximately 20% more
energy annually produced with high performance in high wind ranges. This study
demonstrated that small changes in the blade design of IT-PE-100 allow a better
exploitation of the wind resource. Also, it encourages further research in experimental
studies as wind tunnel experiments to validate the optimization model.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview to the research study. It states the
scope and significance of the study. The most important key terms will be defined and the
assumptions, limitations and delimitations will be stated.
The lack of electricity is a worldwide problem that affects over 1.6 billion people
(International Energy Agency, 2004). This problem especially affects rural areas in
developing countries that contribute to aggravating the urban-rural divide. In Peru, an
estimated 23% of the population does not have any access to electricity (Ferrer-Martí,
Garwood and Chiroque, 2010). Most of these people live in rural areas and the lack of
direct access to energy acts like a barrier to overcome poverty in those areas.
As Ferrer-Martí, Garwood, Chiroque, Escobar, Coello and Castro (2010) claimed:
“the conventional strategy for increasing access to electricity in rural areas is to extend
the national grid but, due to the complex terrain of Peru and the dispersion of its villages,
the extension of the grid is either unavailable or economically non-viable.” (p.278)
Micro-wind systems are an alternative to create energy taking advantage of the great
wind potential that exists in Peru. The project in El Alumbre, is the first experience of
micro wind electrification project in mountainous areas using autonomous wind turbines
at each household. This thesis aims to contribute to the improvement of this project
through the optimization of the blade design of the wind turbines used.
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1.1 Statement of the Problem
According to World Health Organization (WHO, 2009) nowadays, an estimated one
and half billion people does not have access to electricity and three billion still rely on
solid fuels and traditional biomass to fulfill their cooking needs. The direst situation is in
Sub-Saharan Africa, where more than three quarters of its 587 million citizens in both
rural and urban areas live without electricity. Two-fifths of South Asia’s population,
mostly rural communities, does not have connection to electricity either (Barnes, 2011).
Many countries have experienced institutional or financial problems in expanding
electricity access, particularly in rural areas, where the areas are isolated and with a
difficult terrain. Countries with inadequate or small programs often have poor electricity
policies, so there are not enough subsidies to solve this problem or pricing prevents
companies from charging a cost-recovery tariff, thereby, limiting service to higherincome households.

Figure 1.1 Population without electricity in developing
countries.
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Furthermore, privatized utilities often lack incentives to expand their services into
poorer areas where customers cannot afford the connection to the grid.
Despite these challenges, measures can be taken to solve this problem. The
importance of the role of energy and access to energy to achieve a sustainable
development has been recognized worldwide and it is stated as one of the objectives of
the Millennium Development Goals (Modi, McDade, Lallement and Saghir, 2005): “To
provide access to modern energy services (in the form of mechanical power and
electricity) to all rural communities” (p. 74).
To accomplish this objective intense research in renewable energy technologies
has been done. These technologies have proven to work as a solution to provide energy in
isolated areas taking advantage of the natural resources of the terrain. This research is
focused in contributing to solve this worldwide concern in a small scale in a rural
community in Peru.

1.2 Statement of Purpose
As Piggot (2009) has proved, it is possible to design a three-bladed horizontal axis
rotor coupled to a generator from scratch with his open-source design. It can be built to
low tolerances in basic workshops almost entirely from available and low cost material.
Piggot has over 30 years of experience with locally manufactured wind-turbines. In the
mountainous regions of Peru, small-scale wind turbines were built, following Piggot’s
guidelines, to bring electric power to 33 households in a rural community.
As Leary, While and Howell (2012) stated, 67% of Peru’s populations lacks access to
electricity and most of them live in rural areas. To solve this situation, the NGO
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Soluciones Prácticas along with other researchers in different universities around the
world developed the IT-PE-100. The IT-PE-100 is a micro-wind turbine with a nominal
power of 100 Watts for domestic use. This model operates under low speed wind
conditions, the most common in Peruvian territories. The blades of this high-reliable
small turbine are made of lightweight materials, like resin and fiberglass. It includes a
permanent magnet electric generator developed especially for the requirements of the
turbine.
Even though, the level of development of the IT-PE-100 is remarkable and it is ready
to become a technological alternative to provide electricity to communities settled in rural
areas, there is room for further improvement. This research sought to propose
modifications to the blade design, while retaining the simplicity as well as improving the
efficiency.

1.3 Significance
Nowadays, the lack of electricity in rural areas is a worldwide problem that affects
more than 1.5 billion people. Concurrently, developed countries are concerned about the
large amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions released every year, which are
responsible for climate change. The purpose of this research is to tackle both problems
through the optimization of the present technology.
An improvement in the efficiency of the electrification of a rural community could
contribute to the increased extraction of the power from the wind and provide higherquality energy that replaces fossil fuel. As a result of that, the population could be
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beneficiated from the improvements in health or the extension of the productive hours of
the day, e.g. allowing children to read and do school work in the evening.
An increase in the amount of electricity generated by the wind turbines could provide
the access to radios, television and cell phones, improving the means of communication
in the community. Also, it could enhance the economy in the community, allowing using
more powerful machinery to add value to products or improving health among others. An
improvement in the efficiency of the wind turbines will assure the long-term
sustainability of the project (Ferrer-Martí et al., 2003).
Although the wind turbine model to be optimized was developed considering the
particular characteristics of the electrification in the Andean region of Peru, similar micro
wind electrification projects have been implemented in other rural areas of other regions
and other countries. This design improvement in the wind turbine could be generalized to
other technical possibilities to expand its applicability.
1.4 Scope
This research aims to optimize the blades of the micro wind turbines used in the
electrification project implemented in the Andean highlands of Peru, in the region of
Cajamarca. Electrification systems based on renewable energy as wind systems have
demonstrated to be adequate for providing electricity autonomously to rural communities.
The project carried out in the community of El Alumbre has been performing
successfully for two years, but due to the wind conditions of the Peruvian terrains and the
local manufacturing of the wind turbines, efficiency may still be further enhanced.
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The wind turbines used in the electrification project are the IT-PE-100, 100 W
turbines developed by the NGO – Soluciones Prácticas and manufactured by local
companies in Lima, Peru. This research is focused in the optimization of the turbine blade
design to take fully advantage of the wind resources available in the terrain.
1.5 Research Questions
The main question to this research is:


Is it possible to improve the efficiency of the IT-PE-100 by changing the design
of the blades?

This primary question led to a secondary question crucial for this study:


Is it feasible to keep the design of the blade simple enough to be fabricated locally
in low technology environments?

1.6 Assumptions
The assumptions of this study are:


The efficiency of the new blade cannot be higher than 59.3% according to Betz
law, that affirms that no turbine can capture more than 16/27 (0.593) of the kinetic
energy of the wind.



To study the performance of the blade linearized aerodynamics analysis is
sufficient.
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The reference wind data used in this study, provided by the literature review on
the past work in the IT-PE-100, is adequate for the analysis.

1.7 Delimitations
The delimitations of this research study include:


The IT-PE-100 is a lift turbine, not a drag turbine. The type of blade uses the
same principle of lift as in an airplane for the rotor to spin.



This study is delimited to environmental conditions on site in the community
of El Alumbre, in the region of Cajamarca, Peru.



Only the design of the blades of the IT-PE-100 is changed, the rest of the
micro wind turbine system design will not be addressed.



The number of blades of the micro wind turbine is unchanged.



The material of the blade will remain fiberglass.

1.8 Limitations
The limitations relative to this research include:


PROPIDplotter, used as an interface for the software PROPID only
permits to plot and tabulated data for the first wind speed used regarding
lift coefficient, axial induction factor, lift-to-drag ratio and angle of attack.



PROPIDplotter plots the results for ten blade segments. The number of
segments cannot be changed.
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1.9 Definitions
This section defines the key terminology used throughout this research:
Chord line: “Longest line within the blade section, it joins the leading edge to the trailing
edge”.(Sanchez, Fernando and Piggot 2001, p 7)
Environmental conditions: “Characteristics of the environment (altitude, temperature,
humidity, etc.) which may affect the turbine system behavior” (IEC-61400-2, 2005,
p 9)
Horizontal axis wind turbine: “Wind turbine whose rotor axis is substantially parallel to
the wind flow” (IEC-61400-2, 2005, p 10)

Lanchester-Betz limit: Is the theoretical maximum efficiency of an ideal wind turbo
machine. Lanchester in 1915 and Betz in 1920 derived it. It was derived that no
wind turbo machine could convert more than 59.26% of the kinetic energy of wind
into mechanical energy. (Bergey, 1979, p 6)

Lift coefficient: Is a dimensionless number that aerodynamicist use to model all of the
complex dependencies of shape, inclination and some flow conditions on lift. The
lift coefficient is equal to the lift divided by the quantity: density

times half the

velocity squared times the wing area A. ( Benson, 2009)
Micro wind system: “Is is a subset of the “small wind” classification and is generally
defined as turbines less than 1kW in capacity. These units are typically used in off-
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grid applications such as battery charging, on sailboats and recreational vehicles,
and for pumping water on farms and ranches.” (AWEA, 2008, p 2)

Power coefficient of a wind turbine: Is a measurement of how efficiently the wind turbine
converts the energy in the wind into electricity. The coefficient of power at a given
wind speed is defined as the ratio between the actual power produced and the
maximum power available in the wind at that speed. (Hansen, 2008, p 4)

Reynolds number: It is a dimensionless number that expresses the ratio of inertial
(resistant to change or motion) forces to viscous (heavy and gluey) forces and
consequently quantifies the relative importance of these two types of forces for
given flow conditions. (Benson, 2009)
Small wind system: “Wind-powered electric generators with rated capacities of 100
kilowatts (kW) or less. A small wind system may include, as necessary, a turbine,
tower, inverter, wiring, battery and foundation.” (AWEA, 2008, p 3)
Swept area: “For a horizontal axis turbine, the projected area of the moving rotor upon a
plane normal to axis of rotation. For teetering rotors, it should be assumed that the
rotor remains normal to the low-speed shaft. For a vertical axis turbine, the projected
area of the moving rotor upon a vertical plane.” (IEC-61400-12-1, 2005, p 10)
Tip Speed Ratio: “The ratio of the speed of the rotor tip to the free stream wind speed.”
(Carriveau, 2011, p 29)
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1.10

Summary

This introductory chapter provides background information about the research project
the statement of the problem and the purpose, scope and significance. Furthermore, the
research question is given and the assumptions, limitations and delimitations are pointed
out. Definitions relevant to this research are explained, too.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The focus of this literature review is rural electrification in developing countries
through renewable energy technology. In the following chapter the acknowledgement of
an energy problem in remote rural areas is explained. The next to be addressed is the
context where this problem occurs and the state of the art of the renewable energy
technologies proposed as a solution to the actual situation in developing countries.
Several electrification projects have been carried out in the past; the main key factors and
constraints of each project are discussed. Finally, the small-scale wind generation project
in Peru, which this research is focused on, is explained.

2.1

Methodology of the Review

To conduct this review several key sources were used. This media consisted
mainly of electronic databases and e-books. The area of research is recent and wide. For
this reason multiple databases involving social, technical and economical disciplines
were searched. The main databases were:


Science Direct



In Tech



Compendex



ProQuest
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Google Scholar

2.2

Acknowledgement of an Energy Problem

Nowadays, an estimated 1.6 billion people lack access to electricity and most of
them live under the poverty line in rural areas of developing countries, where connections
to the grid or access to clean fuels are not feasible possibilities because they are either
unavailable or genuinely expensive. Concurrently, climate change is a worldwide concern
and like Yadoo and Cruickshank (2012) predicted, it is going to affect most severely the
communities in the developing world which are less resilient.
Regarding this lack of energy in remote rural areas in developing countries, social
and economic development has been always hindered and living conditions for the rural
population remain at the low subsistence level. Several problems arise from the lack of
electricity at home in rural areas. The use of fossil fuels such as kerosene or coal for
cooking, often in an open fire or in an inefficient smoke stove has become a health
problem in developing countries. The hazardous products of combustion are a major
source of health problems that can be solved bringing electricity to these areas. So,
development and climate change are intrinsically linked.
As Zomers (2003) claims, industrialized countries have been the principal
contributors to the increase in the green house (GHG) emissions and consequently the
climate change. The developing countries that have emitted the least GHG will be
impacted more harshly and they will be the least able to face the weather-related results.
However, if these countries follow the same path of carbon emission as the actual
industrialized countries, GHG would arise sharply and the situation will be unsustainable.
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2.3

State of the art of Renewable Energy Technology

As Escobar and Vilar (2012) affirmed, technologies that used renewable sources
are considered appropriate for energy supply in isolated rural communities with
autonomous systems. Although, off-grid renewable energy has been harshly criticized for
being more costly, less reliable and more limited in regard to the range of energy services
on they offer (Yadoo & Cruickshank, 2012).
Among all the renewable energy systems available the most outstretched for rural
electrification in developing countries are: micro hydro and photovoltaic (PV). Wind
systems are currently bringing in more attention. In windy areas, the cost of investment to
generate power can be significantly lower compared with photovoltaic systems. What it
is more important; wind turbines can be locally manufactured in most of the countries
where projects have been developed. This promotes local enterprise development and
makes the wind turbine maintenance easier.
While, the use of wind power for rural electrification has been limited, its strong
point is, as Leary et al. (2012) said: “that micro-wind turbines can be manufactured using
only basic workshop tools, techniques and materials, and for this reason can be produced
locally”(p. 173). Local manufacture has the potential to enhance the local economy, build
local capacity, reduce costs and produce resilient and flexible energy systems.

2.4

Rural electrification projects

Over the last decades, countries as diverse as Costa Rica, Tunisia or China have
succeeded in bringing electricity to nearly all of their populations (Barnes, 2011). Many
countries have embraced both grid and off-grid approaches that might include public or
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private companies, along with large and small nongovernmental and microfinance
organizations.
A remarkable program that has accomplished all their goals is the China’s Renewable
Energy Rural Electrification Program, initiated in 2001. As Zhang and Kumar (2011)
pointed out, what distinguishes China’s program from other countries is the scale. China
embarked on an ambitious plan to electrify all remote communities and by the time the
first phase of the program was over, the number of people without electricity fell from 2
billion to 1.6 billion worldwide between 1990 and 2005. China’s electrification program
has been the largest contribution to the decrease of global unelectrified population.
Challenging programs have been carried out in countries like Nepal, Peru and Kenya
with renewable energy mini-grid and the results have turned out to be positive: lower
costs, provision of AC power, potential to provide 24-hour service and the ability to host
larger capacity systems that can power a wide range of electricity uses.
Constraints have been encountered include robust community mobilization progress
is lacked; policy work should focus on raising awareness about renewable energy minigrids and the regulatory framework has to be improved (Kirubi, Jacobson, Kammen, &
Mills, 2009).
The key factors when electrification projects are implemented are the use of local
resources and avoid external dependences, which boost the sustainability and lifespan of
the projects. As Stapleton (2009) stated the role of the government and the industry are
essential. An effective energy policy is required to identify the resources that are
available to meet the energy needs of the country and identify all the technical options.
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Access to electricity systems has had positive impacts in the almost all the
communities that had been implemented. Similar benefits have been achieved in all the
projects as Ferrer-Martí, Garwood, Chiroque, Ramirez, Marcelo, Garfí and Velo (2012)
claimed. The main one is that it implies savings to the family, due renewable energies are
cheaper than solid fuels, among others. The principles advantages extracted from these
projects include:


Provide higher quality energy that replaces traditional sources of fuels that
produces health damage.



Extending the productive hours of the day and consequently contributing to the
social and educational development of the community.



Increasing access to mass media and means of communication (radios, television
and cell phones).



Enhance the local economy by introducing powering machinery to develop local
products, therefore pushing the economic development of the rural population.

2.5

Case study: Small-scale wind generation project in Peru

Several studies have been conducted in this Andean community of the region of
Cajamarca in Peru in order to address the issues regarding energy. As Ferrer-Martí,
Garwood and Chiroque (2010) explained around 67% of the population in Peru lives in
rural areas and does not have access to electricity. This lack of energy acts like a barrier
preventing families from overcoming poverty. The electrification project carried in the
small community of El Alumbre (Peru) has been the first experience of micro-wind in
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mountainous areas, using individual turbines at each household. The project was
developed and supported by several organizations: NGOs Soluciones Prácticas –
Practical Action from Peru, Engineering Without Borders – Catalonia (ESF), from Spain,
and Green Empowerment (GE), from USA, with endorsement from Research Group on
Cooperation and Human Development of the Technical University of Catalonia
(GRECDH-UPC), from Spain.
Regarding the social and economic studies carried out, the region of Cajamarca is
considered “one of the poorest regions in Peru and 64.5% of the population live below
the poverty line” (p.279) according to Ferrer-Martí et al. (2010). Also, within the
population of Cajamarca can be distinguished three types of economic strata: 21% of the
population gains less than $US30 per month, 52% have an average monthly income
between $US30 and $US 65 and 27% have income from $US 65 to %US 120 per month.
With regards to the technical aspects of the project, Ferrer-Martí, Pastor, Capó,
and Velo (2011) presented the model of wind turbine installed, IT-PE-100. These
turbines were developed specifically to meet the needs of the low wind speed in the
Andean mountains.
The main evaluation and results from this project are described by Ferrer-Martí et
al. (2010) and are mainly important to future research to improve the goals achieved. The
results included the following:


The wind turbines installed in each household provide electricity for
domestic use for 5 hours/day.



70% of the families communicated a reduction in expenditures in other
energy sources such as kerosene or candles.
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Adjacent communities have also take profit of the generation of electricity
by charging their cell phone batteries.



It has been created El Alumbre micro-enterprise that provides rural
electrical services.



The operation and maintenance of the wind turbine systems has been
supported through the use of graphic manuals that allows the community
to take care of the turbine.

2.6

Blade design

As Jureczko, Pawlak and Mezyk (2005) stated in their work, wind energy has
been receiving more and more attention than other renewable energy technologies. In the
past two decades, wind turbine technologies have been developed to achieve better
performance when it comes to harvesting the energy of the wind. One of the main areas
of R&D for wind turbine technologies has been blade design optimization.
Manwell, McGowan and Rogers (2009) affirmed that the first step to achieve a
better power performance is the blade aerodynamic analysis. The blade design parameters
include airfoil shape, design angle of attack, design tip speed ratio, and rated wind speed,
which are to be considered in the wind turbine blade aerodynamic design stage. The
selection of these blade parameters are often based on the Blade Element Momentum
(BEM) theory.
Previous research indicates that further blade design optimization is vital to
achieve a better power performance. The research developed by Back (2007) on the
sensitivity of key parameters in wind turbine blade design on power performance
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demonstrated that the design tip speed ratio should be between 5.5 and 8.5 depending on
the airfoil performance. The research work carried out by Wang, Tang and Liu (2012)
demonstrates a practical method for the blade design optimization for fixed-pitch fixedspeed wind turbines through a 10 kW wind turbine blade design case study using airfoil
DU93W210 based on maximum AEP for low wind speed sites and, in particular, to
highlight the importance of selection of the design wind speed, design tip speed ratio, and
design airfoil attack angle for the optimum blade design.

2.7

Summary

Globally, approximately a fifth of the world’s population lack access to electricity
and the vast majority of these people live in rural areas. Electricity is also the most
versatile energy carrier and a clear link toward human development.
While electricity supply networks will continue to expand, there is a growing interest
in improving electricity access in remote regions through decentralized renewable energy
systems. There is a multitude of different technologies on offer, but the three most widely
available are the wind, the sun and the energy of rivers. Several researches in developing
countries have been analyzed proving that electrification programs through renewable
energies are a reality that can change rural population lives.
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CHAPTER 3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides an overview of the design process that has been used for
developing the modifications to the blade of the IT-PE-100.

3.1

Introduction

This study is focused on the performance analysis and improvement of a small
locally produced wind turbine for developing countries. The aim of the research is the
optimization of the geometry and performance of the blades to improve the efficiency of
the current micro wind turbine used in Peru. The wind turbine IT-PE-100 was developed
by Soluciones Practicas – ITDG for its installation in isolated rural areas in the
mountainous Andean region. Since its first implementation in January 2008, this wind
turbine has been supplying electricity to the rural families for five hours a day. But due
the IT-PE-100 is locally manufactured, its efficiency is not as high as it would be and
design changes need to be done in order to achieve a better performance.
In order to carry out this research it was necessary to break it in three parts:


Identification – What could be improved?



Design – How this could be improved?



Evaluation – Is the improvement successful?
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During the first stage, it is identified the performance of the IT-PE-100 wind
turbine under the Peruvian conditions. The design phase was centered in the study of the
different parameters within the blade geometry and characteristics that can be improved.
An evaluation of the all the design variables studied was carried out.
The problem of the improvement of a small locally manufactured wind turbine
could only be addressed by a quantitative approach, due the employment of
aerodynamical and mathematical models and software to analyze and conclude the
improvement of the new blade. Figure 3.1 shows the three main stages of this study’s
methodology.

• Identify the performance of the blades of the IT-PE-100 wind
turbine, under the Peruvian conditions.
Identification • Performance calculation using PROPID software.

Design

Evaluation

• Modifications to the design variable parameters of the blade.
• Performance calculation using PROPID for the new blade.

• Comparison of the efficiency of the current and the possible
new blades.
• Review and discussion of the new design.

Figure 3.1 Diagram for methodology

In this chapter is explained the basic aerodynamics principles, the Blade Element
Momentum (BEM) and Prandtl’s Tip Loss Factor theory, for a better understanding of
the software PROPID used during the analysis and design phase. At the end of this
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section it will be described the blade design criteria and parameters used to approach the
optimization of the blade along with the different design case studies analyzed.

3.2

Aerodynamics of HAWT

As Burton, Jerkins , Sharpe and Bossanyi (2011) defined “a wind turbine is
basically a device for extracting kinetic energy from the wind” and its analysis and
behavior prediction can be started just considering the energy extraction process. The
model known as the actuator disc model is used to calculate the power output of the
turbine. In this section, it is explained also the methods used by the software to predict
the performance of the blade shape, the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory.

3.2.1

Actuator disc model

The simple model to aerodynamically analyze a wind turbine is using the actuator
disc model. Kulunk (2011) considers the turbine “as a circular disc through which the
airstream flows with a velocity U∞ and where there is a pressure drop from pu to pd” as it
is shown in Figure 3.2 from Kulunk (2011, p. 4).
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Figure 3.2 The Actuator Disc Model.

This theory is based on the assumptions that there is no frictional drag, the fluid
flow is homogeneous, incompressible and in a steady state, there is a constant pressure
increment or that thrust per unit area over the disc, and there is a continuing velocity
through the disc and an infinite number of blades.
The analysis of this model considers a control volume, where the surface walls of
a stream tube and two cross-sections are the boundaries. To analyze this control volume,
four stations are considered. As it is appreciated in Figure 3.2, the first region is the freestream region; the second, just before the blades; the third region, just after the blades;
and the last one, the far wake region. The mass flow rate remains the same through the
stream tube. According to the continuity equation, the equation along the stream tube can
expressed as:
(3.1)
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The infinite symbol, ∞, refers to the conditions upstream, d, refers to the
conditions at the disc and w, and refers to the conditions in the far wake. Assuming the
continuity equation of velocity through the disc, it is obtained equation 3.2.
(3.2)
For a steady state flow the mass flow is defined as:

̇

(3.3)

Therefore, applying the conservation of linear momentum on both side of the disc,
it can be obtained the thrust equation:
̇

(3.4)

Bernoulli’s equation is applied in both sides of the rotor since the air is considered
frictionless and there is no energy or work done in either side of the turbine. Applying
Bernoulli’s equation between stations 1 and 2 and then 3 and 4, the following equations,
3.5 and 3.4 are obtained:

(3.5)

(3.6)
Combining the equations above the pressure decrease, p’, is expressed as

(3.7)
The sum of forces on each side is an expression of the thrust of the rotor that it is
expressed as
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(3.8)
Where the pressure decrease is
(3.9)
Substituting the equation 3.7 into the equation 3.8, it is obtained an explicit thrust
equation of the disc:

(3.10)
The velocity through the disc is obtained combining equation 3.3, 3.4 and 3.10:

(3.11)
Hence, the wind velocity at the rotor plane using the actuator disc model is the
average of the wind speeds of upstream and downstream. If the axial induction factor, ,
is characterized as the fractional decrease in wind velocity between the free stream and
the rotor plane, it is obtained:

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

The quantity

is referred as the induced velocity at the rotor, in which case

velocity of the wind at the rotor is a combination of the free stream velocity and the
induced wind velocity.
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The power output of the rotor, P, is equal to the thrust times the velocity at the
disc:

(3.15)
Substituting with the past equations, 3.13 and 3.14 gives:
(3.16)
Finally, the main performance parameters of a HAWT rotor as the tip speed ratio,
, the power coefficient,

and the thrust coefficient

, can be characterized as:

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

3.2.2

Betz Limit

The maximum value of power coefficient (

) in a wind turbine was set by Albert

Betz, a German physicist, in 1919. This theory defines an upper limit to the amount of
energy that can be gathered by the wind and converted to usable power. The limit theory
is derived from the principles described in the previous section about the conservation of
mass and momentum of the air stream flowing through the actuator disc. According to
Betz’s law, no turbine can extract more than 16/27 (59.3%) of the kinetic energy of wind.
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To determine this factor, the maximum power coefficient is resolved deriving the
power coefficient (equation 3.18) with respect to

and setting it equal to zero:

(3.20)
Which gives a value of axial induction factor equals to 1/3. Therefore,

(3.21)
This maximum value of power coefficient is up to date unbeatable by any wind
turbine, no turbine has been capable of exceeding this limit.

3.2.3

Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory

For the analysis of the rotor performance and the blade shape for the new turbine,
the software PROPID uses the Momentum theory and the Blade Element theory that it is
explained in this section.
As explained in the work of Manwell, McGowan and Rogers (2002), “the
momentum theory refers to a control volume analysis of the forces at the blade based on
the conservation of linear and angular moment. Blade element theory refers to an analysis
of forces at a section of the blade, as a function of the blade geometry” (p. 105-106). Both
theories can be combined into what it is known as Blade Element Momentum (BEM)
theory. The BEM extends the theory of the actuator disc incorporating the influence of
the rotor blades. The effect of each elemental ring is defined by analyzing the
aerodynamic response of the blades to the flow in which they are immersed.
In the Blade Element Theory, it is assumed that the forces on a blade element can
be calculated in a two-dimensional airfoil characteristics using the angle of attach defined
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by the incident velocity in the cross-sectional plane of the blade element, as it is pointed
out in the work of Burton, Jenkins, Sharpe and Bossanyi (2011).
The velocity components at a determinate position on the radius of the blade
represented in terms of flow factor, wind and rotational speed will define the angle of
attack. Hence, the forces on the blade can be expressed as a function of lift,
coefficient,

, and drag

and the angle of attack, α.

As it is shown in Figure 3.3, for this analysis the blade is assumed to be divided in
N elements and the following assumptions are made:


There is no aerodynamic interaction between elements



The forces on the blades are determined by the lift and drag characteristics of the
airfoil shape of the blade.

Figure 3.3 Schematic representation of blade elements.
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Considering the turbine with N elements of tip radius R each with chord c and
pitch angle β measured between the airfoil zero lift line and the plane of the disc. It is set
that the blades will rotate at an angular velocity,

. From Figure 3.4 it can obtained the

resultant velocity at the blade as
√

(3.22)

Figure 3.4 Blade Element Velocities and Forces

Where the angle

acts like an angle to the plane of rotation, obtaining

(3.23)

(3.24)
The angle of attack is defined then as
(3.25)
Hence, the lift force can be defined on a span-wise length
normal to the direction of W

of each blade,
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(3.26)
And the drag force parallel to W as

(3.27)
As Burton et al. (2011) indicates “the fundamental assumption of the BEM
theory is that the force of a blade element is responsible for the change of momentum in
the air that goes through the annulus swept by the element”(p. 59) as it is shown in Figure
3.3. Then, the component of aerodynamic force on N blade elements determined in the
axial direction is

(3.28)
The rate of change of axial momentum going by the annulus determined is
(3.29)
The fall in wake pressure as a consequence of the wake rotation is equal to the
increase in dynamic head, that is

(3.30)
Consequently, the additional axial force can be expressed as

(3.31)
Thereby,

(3.32)
Simplifying,
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(3.33)
The axial rotor torque caused as a reason of aerodynamic forces on the blade
element then is

(3.34)
The rate of change of angular momentum of the air passing through the annulus is
then
(3.35)
Equalizing the two moments it is obtain the equation 3.36 and simplified, it is
obtained equation 3.37.

(3.36)

(3.37)
Where the parameter µ is equal to

.

To the convenience of simplification of the equations, it is expressed

and
(3.38)

(3.39)

To solve the equations 3.33 and 3.37 to obtain values for the flow induction
factors

and

, it is used an iterative method requiring two-dimensional airfoil

as
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characteristics. The following equations are the result of the derivation of equations 3.33
and 3.37 where it is included the chord solidity,

, settled as the blade chord length

divided by circumferential length at a determinate radius.

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)
The blade solidity is expressed as the blade area divided by the rotor disc area. It
is an essential parameter to determine the performance of the rotor.

(3.43)
Solving this past two equations it can be calculated the two most important
parameters to determine the complete performance characteristics of a rotor, the power
and torque performance. The iterative procedure to calculate this is to assume initially
that

and

are zero, then it determines the values of ,

and

on that assumption,

and then calculate new values of the flow factors using equations 3.41 and 3.42. The
iteration is repeated until a converged result is obtained.
From blade element theory, the torque developed by blade elements is
(3.44)
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If the drag, is not included in the determination of the flow induction factors then
its effect should be added when the resulted torque as a consequence of the drag is
calculated from the blade element forces.

(3.45)
The total torque developed by the rotor can be put as
[∫

[

]

The power developed by the rotor is then

]

(3.46)

. Hence, the power coefficient is

(3.47)
So, from the BEM theory it is obtained two equations that define the power of the
rotor and tangential force (torque) on the annular rotor section as a function of the flow
angles at the blade and airfoils characteristics. Solving the BEM equations for a given,
geometrical and aerodynamical blade design produces a set of values for the power and
torque coefficients in function of the tip speed ratio.
These BEM model, along with additional assumptions and equations, are used by
the software PROPID to analyze blade shapes for optimum performance and to determine
rotor performance for any blade geometry.

3.2.4

Prandtl’s Tip Loss Factor

To understand the fundamentals of the software PROPID is basic to understand
the aerodynamics models used and the assumptions that are made to analyze the blade
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design. To run the analysis, the Prandtl’s tip loss factor is used in all the simulations in
this study. As Hansen (2008) points out, real wind turbines have a fixed number of blades,
and BEM equations just assume an infinite number of blades. As real turbines they have
finite length blade tips too. The flow about the end of the blades changes the wake (the
air after the interaction with the rotor) rotation and this wake reduces the rotor
performance.
Ludwig Prandtl, a German scientist, who developed the boundary-layer concept,
also derived a correction factor for the tip losses, denoted F. This correlation factor F is
multiplied to the thrust and torque equations from the BEM theory previously discussed.
This factor is a function of the number of blades, the angle of relative wind, the position
of the blade element and the radius of the blade.

The final equation of the Prandtl tip loss factor is
(

(

))

(3.48)

In this equation B corresponds to the number of blades, R is total radius of the
rotor, r is the local radius and

is the flow angle.

3.3

The IT-PE-100 turbine

The wind turbine developed by Practical Solution and the Intermediate
Technology Development Group (ITDG) is improving the life of Northern people in Peru.
The community of El Alumbre has been beneficiated of this three-bladed horizontal wind
turbine designed with the most modern technology used in the small wind turbines field.
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The turbine is designed to work considering maximum efficiency, performance and
amenities for its manufacture, assembly and operation.

Figure 3.5 Overview of the wind turbine

The blades are fabricated with a combination of fiber glass and resin. For its
manufacture a method of models and molds is used. The IT-PE-100 has a standardized
aerodynamical section of NACA 4412, which provides an excellent performance and
characteristics to the turbine.
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Figure 3.7 Molding process for
the blades

Figure 3.6 Manufactured blades
for the IT-PE-100

The molds used for the manufacturing process, as it is shown in Figure 3.7
(Chiroque & Davila, 2008), have an accurate shape and surface that allows a high quality
blade production process. These molds are built in fiber and resin or aluminum. The
material is chosen according to the convenience of the manufacturer, taking into account
the ease of the production, cost and life-span. The fiber glass material is used because of
its molding characteristics and because it is easy to shape. Also, it permits to use a wide
variety of colors that can please the user.
The IT-PE-100 is designed as stall regulated turbine and the simulations are run in
PROPID set to the characteristics to this type of turbine. These kinds of turbines are
characterized by having rotor blades bolted onto the hub at a fixed angle. The geometry
of the rotor blade profile has been aerodynamically designed to prevent damage to the
turbine when the winds are too high. It is designed to ensure that when this high winds
are achieved, the turbine creates turbulence on the side of the rotor blade which is not
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facing the wind. This stall avoids the lifting force of the rotor blade from acting on the
rotor. In the case of the IT-PE-100, the tail of the turbine, as it can be seen in Figure 3.5,
is in charge of turning the wind generator away from strong winds to protect it from
damage.
The dimensions of the blade of the shapes are listed in the table 3.1. In figure 3.8
it is shown how the blades are defined by the fifteen stations that define the blade shape.
Each station has a local radius, which is the distance of the station to the center of the
rotor. For each station there is a chord width defined that is the width of the blade from
one edge to the other.
The chord line is determined as the longest line within the blade section and it
connects the leading edge to the trailing edge. The blade angle, also known as β, is the
angle between the chord line and the plane in which the rotor spins. This angle is known
also as the wing twist of the blade. Given these parameters, local radius, chord width and
blade angle at each station, is possible to build from scratch the whole blade. This can be
found in the “Wind rotor blade construction” by Sanchez, Fernando and Piggot (2001).
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Figure 3.8 Diagram of the shape of a blade pattern

As the manual elaborated by Practical Solutions explains, the main characteristics of
the rotor are:


It is composed by three aerodynamical blades (airfoil NACA 4412) fabricated in
fiber glass and resin.



The rotor has nominal velocity of 360 rpm at a wind velocity of 6.5 m/s.



It has a diameter of 1.70 meters.



It has a nominal power of 100 W.



It has a security vane that prevents the wind turbine from damage when the wind
exceeds the 12 m/s.
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Teodoro Sanchez and Jose E. Chiroque (n.d) in their evaluation of the IT-PE-100
turbine found out the following principal results: the wind turbine is suitable to work
from a determinate rank of wind speeds, from 4 m/s to 12 m/s and the maximum
efficiency obtained of the overall turbine was approximately 18%. The graphs 3.10 and
3.11 (Sanchez et al., n.d.) show the power and efficiency found over the evaluation.
The evaluation of the system was carried out, in working conditions of the IT-PE100, in the road Panamericana Norte, between the cities of Lima and Huacho. A study of
the wind energy conditions was carried out seeking the wind characteristics of the site.
The study lasted for ten months, obtaining for the parameters

and of the Weibull

distribution, 2 and 5.338 respectively. The graph 3.9 shows the rate of wind speeds
encountered along the ten months.

Figure 3.9 Rate of wind speeds encountered in the road of
Panamericana Norte (Peru).
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Table 3.1 IT-PE-100 NACA 4412 blade geometry specifications

Blade Station

Local radius

Chord width

Twist distribution

(m)

(m)

(º)

1

0.15

0.1679

14.5

2

0.2

0.1608

13.6

3

0.25

0.1537

12.7

4

0.3

0.1466

11.8

5

0.35

0.1395

10.9

6

0.4

0.1324

9.9

7

0.45

0.1253

9.1

8

0.5

0.1182

8.2

9

0.55

0.1111

7.3

10

0.6

0.104

6.3

11

0.65

0.0969

5.4

12

0.7

0.0898

4.5

13

0.75

0.0827

3.6

14

0.8

0.0756

2.7

15

0.85

0.0685

1.8
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Figure 3.10 Power curve found for the wind turbine during the
evaluation in Lima.

Figure 3.11 Efficiency curve found for the overall performance of the
IT-PE-100.
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The values of the efficiency were determined using the following equation

(3.49)
Where

, is the efficiency of the overall system,

, are the values of voltage

and intensity obtained in the field during the evaluation, , is the air density in wind site,
with a value of 1.22 kg/m3,

, is the wind velocity in m/s and , is the diameter of the

rotor. The efficiency of the electric generator is expressed as
of the wind turbine as

and the power coefficient

.

For the evaluation of the efficiency of the turbine, the power coefficient is
calculated as follows

(3.50)
From this equation and replacing with the values obtained during the field study,
it can be determined that the best performance for the rotor is for velocities ranked from 5
m/s to 8.5 m/s, with a

that is between 0.30 and 0.36. The values observed are

presented in the graph below (Figure 3.12) and are close to the power coefficient of the
design, 0.35, for a wind speed of 6.5 m/s and a rotation speed of 360 rpm. These results
indicate that there is still room to improve the performance of the turbine in terms of
efficiency.
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Figure 3.12 Overall efficiency of the system of the wind
turbine

Teodoro Sanchez, Jose E. Chiroque, Saul Ramirez conducted some changes and
modifications in the permanent magnet generator of ferrite, changed in it to neodymium
and modifying the constructive geometry of the rotor achieving improvements on the
global efficiency from 18% to 26%. The greater use for gathering the energy of wind is
conditioned by the principal components of the turbine, in this case, the wind turbine
itself and the generator. Several studies have been conducted regarding the performance
of the generator; this study will be focus on improving the aerodynamic characteristics of
the wind turbine to achieve maximum efficiency for the population of Cajamarca.
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Figure 3.13 Location of the different sections along the blade planform.

3.4

Annual Energy Production

The main goal of most of wind turbines is to extract as much energy from the wind
as possible, for that reason each component of the turbine should be optimized to fulfill
that objective. To be able to measure how efficient our new design is the Annual Energy
Production and the power coefficient. The Gross Annual Energy Production (GAEP) is
an essential parameter of comparison in terms of efficiency and better performance. It is a
simple way of comparing the different design cases exposed in this study.
As stated by Wang, Tang and Liu (2012) the wind annual energy production can be
calculated as follows. In the first place, as it has been mentioned in other sections the
power output of the wind turbine generator can be expressed as
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(3.51)
Where

is the transmission efficiency of the wind turbine including electrical and

mechanical efficiency,
calculated as

is the rotor power coefficient of the wind turbine that it can
.

The wind power distribution is defined by

(3.52)
Then, the annual mean wind power density is expressed as
̅̅̅̅

∫

(3.53)

Considering the natural wind speed frequency distribution all over the year, that is,
Weibulls distribution:
( )
Where

( ( ) )

is the shape parameter of the distribution and

(3.54)

is the scale parameter

which depends on the wind resource of the site. The characteristics of the wind are
different for every site. Hence, it is obtained the annual mean wind power density:
̅

(3.55)

In the case that the shape parameter is unknown, the calculation of the Annual
Energy Production is based on the Rayleigh distribution. That distribution assumes a
shape parameter of

in Weibulls distribution:

̅

(
̅

)

(3.56)
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Where ̅ is the Annual Mean Wind Speed (AMWS)
̅

∫

(3.57)

Therefore, the AEP of a wind turbine in a specific site is:
∫

(3.58)

The design outcomes obtained from the different design cases applied to the blade
rotor wind turbine are analyzed and compared to each other in terms of annual energy
production.

3.5

Blade Design

The main focus of this research is the blade design due that the horizontal wind
turbines are highly sensitive to changes in blade profile and design, allowing great
improvements when it comes to efficiency.
It is important during the design process to cling into the main objective of the
project, remain the blade shape simple enough to be built in Peru. For easiness during the
production, several simplifications should be maintained along the process:


Reducing the angle of twist



Linearization of the chord width



Reducing the number of different airfoil profiles. (Schubel and Crossley, p.
3440)
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As Burton et al. (2011) stated “a successful blade design must satisfy a wide range of
objectives too, some of which can be in conflict” (p. 377). These objectives are the
followings:
1. maximize annual energy production;
2. restrict the maximum power output in the turbine
3. endure fatigue loads;
4. limit tip deflections to avoid blade and tower collisions;
5. prevent resonances and
6. overall, minimize weight and cost.
Burton et al. (2011) also affirmed that:
The design process can be divided into two stages: the aerodynamic design, in which
objectives (1) and (2) are satisfied, and the structural design. The aerodynamic design
addresses the selection of the optimum geometry of the blade, the external surface,
also referred as the blade geometry. The blade geometry is defined by the airfoil
family and the chord, twist and thickness distribution. The structural design consists
of blade material selection and determination of a structural cross section or spar
within the external envelope that meets objectives (4) to (6). (p. 377).
The two stages are intrinsically linked, as the blade thickness needs to be large
enough to accommodate a spar which is structurally efficient. The focus on this study is
to improve only the blade geometry through the different design case studies of the
parameters within.
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3.5.1

Approach to optimization

3.5.1.1 Direct design method
There are several approaches to design the geometry of the blade. The easiest is to
use the direct analysis code; this approach is often called the design-by-analysis approach.
This approach requires a significant computation time with no guarantee of reaching the
optimum design, but driven by the intuition and based on that little improvements can
lead to a proper optimum design.

Figure 3.14 Different approaches to optimization methods.

As it can be seen in Figure 3.14, different approaches to optimization exists: on
the left, the direct design method, on the right, the inverse design method implemented by
PROPID. The optimization method chosen to carry out this study is the direct design
method. As it has been explained before, it is difficult to obtain a global mathematical
solution for a blade design optimization due to the numerous variables and parameters
taken into account when it comes to improve aerodynamics. As it is observed in the
figure above, the direct method consists in an iterative approach to achieve a particular
objective. It begins with a determinate geometry, in this case, the baseline geometry of
the IT-PE-100 installed in Cajamarca, modifications are made to this geometry and an
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analysis of the performance and aerodynamic characteristics is completed. If the
performance obtained is satisfactory, the design process is completed, if not, the
geometry of the blade is modified again until the goals of performances are accomplished
A different optimization approach is possible; the inverse design method used by
the software PROPID is discussed and explained in the next section. In both methods, the
designer knowledge is essential. Skilled designers should utilize their knowledge,
experience and judgment to specify the variables and desirable design effects, in the case
of the IT-PE-100 turbine, the knowledge of its purpose and the audience to which is
addressed.
3.5.1.2 Inverse design method - PROPID
Another optimization approach is possible, an inverse design method is used to
determine the suitable blade planform under the given desired parameters. Dr. Selig and
Dr. Tangler, developed an inverse design method using the multi-dimensional Newton
method and the blade element momentum (BEM) theory explained in section 3.2.
PROPID uses the desired angle of attack, lift distribution, power coefficient or axial
induction to be achieved with the blade planform as input and the blade geometry as
output. The desired numerical values of these parameters to maximize the annual energy
production are described by the software.

3.5.2

Design Procedure

The blade design process starts with a “best guess” trade-off design solution between
aerodynamic and structural efficiency. The chosen materials and the manufacturing
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process will have an essential influence on how adequate the blade can be build. This
design process has been focus only on the aerodynamical and geometrical parameters to
improve the turbine.
To achieve the desired blade design geometry the software PROPID is used for
the analysis of the different design cases. To determine the setting of the design process,
first the design constraints of the IT-PE-100 and the Peruvian environmental conditions
had to be addressed.
As it has been mentioned before, the software to run the analysis and test the
results is PROPID, the software developed by Dr. Selig and Dr. Tangler at the
department of Aerospace Engineering in University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
PROPID is a FORTRAN code program developed to predict the performance of HAWT.
It is keyword based code. The input file (see Appendix) is a script type file that contains
line commands to settle the desired environment conditions and the blade geometry of the
wind turbine.
It is based upon existing propeller codes, including PROP, which uses a BEMT
approach to calculate aerodynamic performance (Table 3.2). Although the main purpose
of the program is analyzed and design of the HAWT, the code has the ability to design
and analyze propellers. PROPID basically allows for several rotor characteristics to be
specified and for each of the specified characteristics, a different blade input parameter
must be selected.
PROPID also couples with the Prandtl tip loss model explained before, and the
Post-Stall model to correct the two-dimensional airfoil wind tunnel data obtaining
performance analysis results with an adequate accuracy and precision.
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To carry on the different analysis through PROPID, the analysis mode was used.
The analysis mode in the code is used to determine the rotor performance via the
2D_SWEEP line and blade aerodynamic characteristics via 1D_SWEEP line, both of
which must be preceded by lines that set the conditions of the turbine.

Table 3.2 Features of selected performance and design codes programs in the US

CODES
Features
Development
Date
Airfoil Data
Interpolation
3-D Stall Delay
Glauert
Approximation
Tip Losses
Windspeed
Sweep
Pitch Sweep
Shaft Tilt
Yaw Angle
Tower Shadow
Dynamic stall
Graphics
Program
Language
Other
Cost

PROPPC
WT-Perf
AeroVironment
NREL
1987

NUPROP

PROP63

PROPID

AeroVironment

AEI

Univ. of
Illinois
1997

1986

1993

No

No

No

Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Fortran

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Fortran

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
C

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Fortran

Free

Turbulence
Free

Hub ext.
$50

Inverse design
Free
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The 1D_SWEEP command is used to obtain the aerodynamic parameter
distribution along the blade; instead the 2W_SWEEP line determines the rotor
performance characteristics, for instance, the power curve against the range of wind
speed indicated, power coefficient versus. tip speed ratio, etc. Furthermore, for different
values of pitch, rotor speed or tip speed ratio, PROPID generates a series of family curves
that composes the performance of the turbine. See the appendix for the PROPID input
files used for the analysis.
3.5.2.1 Design constraints
When performing the design, certain constraints had to be considered based on
the specifications and needs of the population of Cajamarca. The simplicity and ease of
design and production of the planform of the blade is the goal of the study. Also this
study aims the maximum generator of power. It has to be taken into account that the
environmental conditions of Cajamarca are not always the best to gather the energy from
the wind due to its height from sea level and its thin air. For that reason, some constraints
were imposed to ensure consistency during the analysis and the posterior comparison
between them.
The principal constraint is the air density in Cajamarca. Cajamarca is located
2,750 meters (9,020 feet) above sea level, its average temperature over the year is 13.7 ºC
(57 ºF) and its mean relative humidity for an average year is recorded as 63%. With these
conditions, the community of El Alumbre has an air density of 0.871 kg/m3 (0.001690019
slug/feet3 used in PROPID code), lower than the average air density using standard
atmospheric conditions, 1.225 kg/ m3.
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Since the altitude, temperature and humidity have an important influence on wind
energy calculations, the site wind specifications for Cajamarca play an important
constraint in the optimization design of the blade. As it has been mentioned before the
wind energy gathered is proportional to air density according to the Betz’s law equation.
Another important constraint is the geometry of the rotor wind turbine. As it can
be seen in the drawing of the figure below, the wind turbine is composed by a tower, a
nacelle that contains the gearbox and the generator and the rotor blade. These
components are essential to determine the performance of the overall turbine. For the
analysis, PROPID requires the rotor blade geometry in the form of hub cut out and hub
height, that both can be calculated as follows:

Figure 3.15 Drawing of the rotor and blades of a wind
turbine.
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(3.59)

(3.60)

The hub cut out, represented as HUB in the programming code, is the normalized
hub cutout that refers to the normalized hub radius, the ratio of hub radius to rotor radius.
In this case, the hub radius is 0.15 meters (the hub diameter is 0.3 meters) and the rotor
radius is 0.85 meters. The normalized hub height refers to the ratio of hub height to rotor
radius. In the IT-PE-100 case, the hub height is 10 meters (height of the tower) and the
rotor radius is 0.85 meters.
In order to complete the design process, certain assumptions and specifications
regarding the model must be made. These are shown in table 3.3 with brief notes
regarding them, as the type of correction used by the software. Initial chord and twist
distribution are also specified in all the different case analysis. The design point must also
be specified in the model. The design point specifies the operational conditions at which
to analyze the design and is defined by the rotor frequency and wind speed. The design
point is defined then by the rotational speed of the rotor, in this case 360 rpm due to the
tip speed ratio of the turbine (equation below) and the average wind velocity.

(3.61)
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In this case, the tip speed ratio for the turbine is fixed to 5 and the average wind
speed is 6.5 m/s, as well as the diameter of the turbine is 1.7 meters obtaining then the
360 rpm. These parameters defined the design point.
The range of winds use for the analysis has been the maximum and minimum
wind speed encountered in Cajamarca during the wind site evaluation conducted by
Sánchez, Chiroque and Ramírez (2001). This range of winds is settle to the code from
7.83 mph (3.5 m/s) to 26.84 mph (12 m/s) with an increment of 1 mph, due to PROPID
only works in English measurement units.
To compute the Annual Gross Energy Production (GAEP) for the indicated
average wind speed, the overall efficiency of the system is settled to 66% according to
the work of Carlos Sánchez (2011) in the parametric study of the IT-PE-100.
With all the aforementioned details provided, the iterative analysis and design has
been performed. PROPID allows the user to “specify desired aerodynamic characteristics
from which the corresponding blade geometry is determined. More generally, any
number of desired physically realizable characteristics can be achieved as long as some
other variables are left to be determined” (Selig, 2011, p. 5).
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Table 3.3: PROPID parameters

Parameter

Value Specified

Notes

Tip loss model

On

Prandtl’s Method

Hub loss model

On

Prandtl’s Method

Brake State Model

On

Spera correction for high
induction factors

Post-stall model

Off

-

Viterna Stall model

On

-

Swirl Suppression

On

-

Number of blade elements

15

15 span wise elements

Hub cutout

0.17647

From IT-PE-100 geometry

Hub height

11.7647

From IT-PE-100 geometry

Number of blades

3

Standard for HAWTs

Blade length

1.7 m

From IT-PE-100 geometry

Overall efficiency of the

66%

Acceptable value for small

system

wind turbine with
permanent magnet
generators

3.5.3

Design variables

To approach the optimization problem of the blade design a certain number of
design variables are chosen to determinate the best performance of the wind turbine.
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According to Vanderplaats (2007), a design variable is a specification that is controllable
from the point of view of the designer. In this case the design variables chosen to
improve the efficiency of the turbine are the planform of the blade, including chord
length and width, the twist distribution and the airfoil used in the blade. In this section,
each variable is explained and discussed in detail.
3.5.3.1 Planform - Chord wide and length
Wind turbines are shaped to generate the maximum power from the wind at the
minimum cost and even though Weick (1978) pointed out that the effect of a planform
upon propeller performance is not great, there is some aerodynamic advantage in a blade
tapering toward and rounded at the tip that can be beneficial.
But when it comes to select the blade planform is one of the most basic decisions
to make according to the wing design work exposed by Hansen (2008). In the case of the
wings of an airplane, the span is sometimes constrained by hangar size or ground
facilities but when it is not, as well as the case of the blade design; it is useful to use the
largest span or planform, in the case of a blade, because of its reduction of the induced
drag directly. However, as the planform increases, the blade structural weight also
increases and at some point the weight increased neutralizes the induced drag savings.
Also, the cost of the blade itself will increase, and it is not worth it to increase the cost of
the turbine for the power gained.
The perfect planform for HAWT has to be defined using the BEM method by
calculating the chord length according to Betz limit, local air velocities and airfoil limit
as it has been explained in other sections. There are different theories that discuss, within
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different range of complexity, how to calculate the optimum chord for a HAWT blade but
those are all based on the Betz optimization. As it is explained through the work of
Crossley and Schubel (2012), for blades with tip speed ratios of six to nine,
approximately the case in Peru, using airfoil section with negligible drag and tip losses,
Betz’s momentum theory is a suitable approximation.
As it is shown in Betz’s optimization equation (equation 3.62), given
radius of the blade in meters,

as the number of blades,

tip speed ratio used in the design,
m/s, and

as the

as the lift coefficient,

as the

as the design wind speed ratio, in this case 6.5

as the local resultant air velocity in meters per second; it is possible to

calculate the efficient and adequate chord length. The Betz’s method confers the actual
blade shape to the modern HAWT as it is shown in Figure 3.17.

(3.62)

Figure 3.16 Blade planform and region classification.

For this study a first analysis of the current planform of the turbine was conducted.
In order to achieve some improvements, a first “best guess” of the shape of the planform
is designed. Driven by the main objectives of this study, the ease of production and
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maximization of power generated, a simple and easy planform was outlined. The
inspiration for this shape comes from the Dornier aircraft, a twin-turboprop utility aircraft
built by the German Dornier company. The company Dornier Flugzeugwerke was a
German aircraft manufacturer founded in Friedrichshafen in 1914 by Claudius Dornier
and it is known by its large and notable aircraft designs for both civil and military
markets. As it is shown in Figure 3.17, the wing planform has some resemblance with the
new blade shape design. The semi straight tapered shape is easy to build and manufacture
and presents good aerodynamic performance compared to other shapes (rectangular,
elliptical, etc.).

Figure 3.17 Planform Aircraft Dornier 228
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Figure 3.18 New planform used for the analysis inspired by the Dornier planform.

Figure 3.18 shows the outline for the new design of the planform analyzed by
PROPID. The radius of the blade was maintained the same 2.78871 ft. (0.85 m). The
length of the blade is modified in this design case study too. In order to calculate the
chord width in each station, the planform sketch was drawn in the software Solid Works
as it appears in Figure 3.19. The blade shape is divided in 15 stations as the current blade
design, which enables to do a fair comparison between them. In table 3.4 can be found
the current measures for the blade.

Gurit (2013) stated: “As the planform shape gets narrower to towards the tip, it
maintains a constant slowing effect across the swept area that ensures that none of the air
leaves the turbine too slowly (causing turbulence), or yet none is allowed to pass through
too fast (which would represent wasted energy).” (p. 9)
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Table 3.4 Chord geometry specifications for the Dornier inspiration design planform

Blade Station

Local radius metres

Chord width

1

0.15

0.18

2

0.2

0.18

3

0.25

0.18

4

0.3

0.18

5

0.35

0.1754

6

0.40

0.17

7

0.45

0.165

8

0.5

0.16

9

0.55

0.155

10

0.60

0.15

11

0.65

0.14

12

0.70

0.13

13

0.75

0.1198

14

0.80

0.11

15

0.84

0.10
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Figure 3.19 Chord calculation of the new planform.

Changing the chord directly, as Gurit (2013) affirmed affects the axial induction
factor that it has been mentioned in the aerodynamical section, the goal is to make axial
induction factor approach to Betz limit.
To optimize the rotor and due to the direct relation that has with gathering the
energy of the wind, different chord lengths are studied. The rotor radius affects and is
directly related to the peak power, also because is the blade length what it determines
how much wind power can be gathered, according to the swept area of the rotor disc.
3.5.3.2 Twist distribution
Choosing the twist distribution is the least controversial design parameter to be
selected according to Schubel and Crossley (2012). In most cases, the full length of the
blade is twisted through the hub to the tip to change the blade angle that increases the lift
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and prevents over speed of the rotor. Exceeding the rotor speed may lead to a catastrophic
failure under excessive load or the overload of the generator.
Gurit (2013) affirmed that “close to the tip of the blade is where the faster the
blade is moving through the air, so the largest the wind angle is. Thus the blade needs to
be turned further at the tips than at the root it must be built with a twist along its
length”(p.6) as it is shown in Figure 3.20. Typically the twist is around 10-20º for large
HAWT, in the case of the hand-made small wind turbines like the Peruvian, the twist
distribution goes from 14º to 2º. The requirements to twist the blade have implications on
the difficulty of manufacture.
In order to optimize the new blade, three new twist distributions (Table 3.5) have
been analyzed and compared in terms of GAEP consumption with the baseline turbine.

Figure 3.20Graphic explanation of the twist distribution along a
blade
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Table 3.5 Chord distributions for design iterations

Twist changes (values in degrees from wind axis)
Station

(1)

(2)

(3)

1

16.5

16.5

20.5

2

15.6

15.6

19.5

3

14.7

14.7

18.7

4

13.8

13

17.8

5

12.9

12.3

16.9

6

11.9

11.5

15.9

7

11.1

10.8

14.1

8

10.2

10

13.2

9

9.3

9

12.3

10

8.3

8

11.3

11

7.4

6.8

10

12

6.5

5.5

7.5

13

5.6

4.5

6.6

14

4.7

2.9

4.7

15

3.8

1.8

5.8
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3.5.3.3 Airfoil
Apart from the twist distribution, wind turbine blades have similar requirements
to aircrafts wings, so their cross-section is usually based in a determinate family of
shapes.
The blade of a wind turbine is defined by a distribution of cross-sectional blade
stations, as it has been stated before, which are combined together to form the full blade.
Each station is defined by the shape of the airfoil chosen and the size of the chord length
and an orientation determined by the twist as it has been explained in the past section.
The aerodynamic airfoil located in each cross section is in charge to create lift and
rotate the turbine, that it is why an adequate selection of the airfoil of the wind turbine is
essential for the efficiency of the rotor. The principal force responsible for the power
yield in the turbine is the aerodynamic lift, it is therefore essential to maximize this power
using an appropriate design airfoil. A drag force that opposes to the move of the blade
also generates friction, this force must be minimized. It is reasonable then, that it must be
chosen an airfoil section with a high lift to drag ratio (Equation 3.63) for the rotor blade
design:

(3.63)

These coefficients are difficult to predict, although free software is available, such
as XFOIL, than can calculate these parameters for different angle of attack and Reynolds
numbers.
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The airfoil used in the IT-PE-100 is a NACA 4412, shown in Figure 3.21. This
profile is an airfoil developed by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA). The NACA airfoils of four and five digits have been used in the early modern
wind turbines with great results in terms of efficiency.

Figure 3.21 NACA 4412 airfoil geometry

The NACA 4-digit airfoil family has some advantages over the rest of the airfoil
family. The 4-digit has acceptable stall characteristics, a small center of pressure
movement across large speed range and they are less sensitive to roughness. Besides this,
this type of airfoils has a slightly low maximum lift coefficient, a high drag coefficient
and a high pitching moment. Nonetheless, they have been used in several applications in
general aviation, horizontal tails and HAWT with excellent performance.
In the past, the airfoils used in the wind turbines have been borrowed from the
aircraft industry, with similar Reynolds numbers and thickness sections that matched the
needs of the wind energy industry. But currently there has been an emergence of wind
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turbine specific airfoils driven by the apogee of this industry. The University of Delft
(The Netherlands), the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the FFA
Institute for Aeronautic Research (Sweden) and Risø DTU National Laboratory for
Sustainable Energy (Denmark), the University of Illinois (USA) provide other options
specially tailor-made for the needs of the wind industry (Schubel & Crossley, 2012).
So as it has been mentioned before the selection of an adequate airfoil is an
essential step in the optimization process. According to Maalawi and Badr (2002) the use
of the same single airfoil for the entire blade length would result in an inefficient design.
For that reason, in the optimized design has been chosen an airfoil family made up of
three different airfoils (root, primary and tip airfoil). The distribution of the airfoils along
the blade and their respective thickness was fixed. In this case it was used a NACA 4415
for the root of the blade, a 4412 for the middle and a 4409 at the tip.

Figure 3.22 NACA airfoil family for the optimization
design
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Each section of the blade has a different relative air velocity and structural
requirement and for that reason each section should have an adequate and tailored airfoil.
Also, manipulating the airfoils in each section the thickness of the blade can be controlled.
The blade needs to be thick, especially at locations where the blade is attached to the hub,
and the bending forces are very large.
To perform the analysis in PROPID, airfoil data regarding angle of attack (up to
27.5º), lift coefficient and drag coefficient is needed. Because of the limited amount of
aerodynamic data on the chosen airfoil up to such highs angles of attacks and different
Reynolds number, the software XFOIL was used. XFOIL is an interactive program for
design and analysis of subsonic isolated airfoils that given the Reynolds number can
calculate pressure, lift and drag distribution over a selected airfoil. In the case of the
airfoil families selected, the calculations were made in different Reynolds number to
allow PROPID to do an extrapolation of the data and settle it to the current analysis. The
range of Reynolds number used was closed to the one calculated for the environmental
conditions in Cajamarca, 91,504, assuming an average velocity of 6.5 m/s, 0.2 m chord
width and 1.4207×10-5 m2/s of kinematic viscosity. The table and figure below shows the
five Reynolds number chosen to run the calculations over the airfoils and the output of
the XFOIL simulations.
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Table 3.6 Reynolds number used in each airfoil data file
NACA

Reynolds numbers used in

airfoil

XFOIL and PROPID

NACA 4412

30,000

50,000

60,000

70,000

80,000

NACA 4415

100,000

90,000

80,000

60,000

85,000

NACA 4409

90,000

80,000

70,000

60,000

50,000

Figure 3.23 Plotted results from XFOIL regarding the NACA 4412 airfoil.
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3.6

Summary

In this chapter has been explained the design process and the software that it is used
for the analysis of the blade performance. It has been detailed the IT-PE-100 and the
design variables that will modified in order to perform a better exploitation of the wind
resource.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

This section will outline the results obtained from the analysis of the baseline wind
turbine, the IT-PE-100, and the design case studies for the optimization of the blade. First,
the blade geometry, aerodynamical properties and the GAEP consumption of the actual
turbine are analyzed by the software PROPID. Secondly, the different design case studies
proposed in the last chapter are analyzed and compared to the performance and
consumption to the actual blade in Peru.

4.1

PROPID Analysis

Beginning with the baseline model of the turbine IT-PE-100, several modifications
have been made. The different design case studies that have been presented in Chapter 3
are analyzed by the software. With each change, the blade geometry, aerodynamical
performance, rotor power, power coefficient and GAEP was computed. This respective
power output and GAEP consumption was then compared to the baseline model in order
to establish if the modification was beneficial or not. The GAEP was computed based on
a Weibull wind-speed distribution having an average wind speed of 6.5 m/s (14.54 mph),
which is representative of the windy months in Cajamarca.
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The analysis of each parameter has been by itself and at one time because the rotor
performance is affected by the interplay between all the variables, so the results could be
confused during the optimization process. In the following sections, the baseline and each
case of study will be analyzed regarding the important properties that matters towards the
improvement of the blade design.

Figure 4.1 Screen output from PROPID while running the simulations for analysis.

PROPID does not own an interface to plot the results or introduce the data; all the
results generated by the lines 2D_SWEEP and 1D_SWEEP are written as ASCII files that
are later plotted by the PROPIDplotter.
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Figure 4.2 Output files generated by PROPID in the 2D_SWEEP analysis.

Each data case is written to its own individual ASCII file with the name ftn****.dat,
where the **** correspond to the number of IPRT. The IPRT is number of the data
written out to logical unit. The files generated by the 2D_SWEEP line are subsequently
listed in the figure 4.2.

PROPID commutes the power coefficient,

, and the thrust coefficient

as:

(4.1)

(4.2)

Where

is the wind speed and

the swept area (

). The files

that can be generated by the 1D_SWEEP are presented in Figure 4.3.
In the case of this study, the files that have been used for the analysis have been
the data files related to the blade geometry, aerodynamical performance, rotor power,
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power coefficient and GAEP. The files used are shown in the screenshot of the program
in Figure 4.3, where it appears the main files output used during the analysis. Both
figures 4.2 and 4.3 have highlighted the output demand for the analysis.

Figure 4.3 Output files generated by PROPID in the 1D_SWEEP analysis.

The PROPIDplotter is an interface for the computer program PROPID developed
and created by Philippe Giguère. Giguère establish an automatically worksheet that plots
PROPID outputs using macros in worksheet of Excel. The main inconvenience with this
program is that only plots results for ten blade segments and the number of blade
segments cannot be changed. So, even though the results presented are for ten blade
segments, the analysis has been run for fifteen segments as specified before.
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To commute the aerodynamical analysis a range of wind speed from 7 mph to 26
mph has been settled. The results introduced in this chapter are plotted with
PROPIDplotter version 1.1, so regarding the data on spanwise distribution as the lift
coefficient factor, axial induction factor, lift-to-drag ratio and angle of attack, are plotted
for the first wind speed (7 mph). In the case of the Reynolds number distribution, it is
plotted for the last wind speed.
In the case of the data related to power coefficient, power extracted and rotor
thrust, PROPIDplotter can plot for a maximum of 500 windspeeds. So the graphs
presented here, represent the wind data range from 7.83 mph to 26.83 mph.
Also, the amount of data that can be extracted from simulations with PROPID is quite
large, so in each design case study, the data has been filtered and presented only
regarding the characteristics important to the improvement of the blade.

4.1.1

Baseline wind turbine – IT-PE-100

The IT-PE-100 turbine is used as the baseline and main figure of comparison for
the design case studies for the optimization problem. The design point used to enter the
conditions for which the wind turbine is to be analyzed was set to 365 rpm rotor speed, 0º
blade pitch and 14.54 mph (6.5 m/s) wind speed. The sweep in the wind range was from
7.83 mph to 26.84 mph assuming an increment of 1 mph. In the table below, it can be
observed the main parameters that have been fixed for the PROPID simulations.
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Table 4.1 Baseline Turbine Specification
Parameter

IT-PE-100 Turbine System

Average rated wind speed (mph)

14.54

Wind speed range (mph)

7.83 – 26.84

Rotor Radius (ft)

2.788714

Number of blade elements

15

Airfoil Family

NACA 4412

Number of blades

3

Cut out wind speed (mph)

33.554

Efficiency

66%

Blade pitch

0º normal configuration

Due to the main purpose of this study is the performances of the new blade
modifications in comparison with the baseline, the results obtained from the baseline are
not shown in this section. The next sections, where the design case studies are exposed,
include the blade geometry, rotor performance and GAEP consumption in comparison
with the baseline.
For determining the Annual Energy Production, the

factor for the Weibull

distribution was settled as 2, regarding that the only wind data available related to this
distribution was the information obtained from the study of Sánchez and Chiroque (n.d.).
It is also the default shape factor used by the software.
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The highlight of this analysis simulation is the main basic comparison value, the
GAEP consumption. For a settled average wind speed of 14.54 mph, the GAEP obtained
has been 559.84 kWh/yr (Figure 4.4)

Figure 4.4 GAEP Output from PROPID.

Another important parameter that characterizes the performance of the wind
turbine is the power coefficient,

Assuming the characteristics above mentioned it can

be calculated the maximum available power in the wind in Cajamarca:

(4.3)
The Annual Energy gathered by the IT-PE-100 from the simulation in PROPID is:

(4.4)
With both values the

obtained is:

(4.5)
As it has been referred before, the Betz’s limit only permits to achieve a 59.3% of
efficiency, with the following improvements in the design parameters, there is a still an
approximate 35% profitable efficiency conditions to enhance.
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4.1.1

Case 1: Planform – chord width and length

The results from the Dornier inspiration planform are presented in this section in
comparison to the actual blade used in Peru. When it comes to optimize the shape of the
blade, the idea is to achieve the axial induction factor to be equal to 1/3 – equal to the
Betz limit – from root to tip, as it has been indicated in the aerodynamics’ section, this
value of induction yields the highest possible power from the actuator disk model
assumption. The graph below presents the axial induction factor for the first wind speed
analysis, in this case, 7 mph. As it can be observed, with the new planform higher

are

achieved along the radial position of the blade, having an impact on overall performance
of the turbine.

Axial Induction Factor Distribution
Axial Inflow Coefficient, a

0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Normalized Radial Position, r/R
Current

Baseline

Figure 4.5 Graph of the axial induction factor against the normalized radial position.
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The main curves that characterize the performance of a rotor are the ones that
determine the power, the torque and the thrust and its variance along the wind speed. In
the case of the new planform, it has been considered important to show the graphs
regarding the power coefficient against the range of wind speeds and the tip-speed ratio
compared to the baseline turbine. The first point to notice is that the maximum value of
for the baseline turbine is 0.421 and for the new planform 0.402, which is much less
than the Betz limit. Also, it can be distinguish, that although the Peruvian wind turbine
has a higher maximum value of
can maintain a higher

than the new designed planform, the improved turbine

over higher wind speeds, which is not very recommended for

the conditions in Cajamarca, which is characterized for having low winds speed.

Rotor Power Coefficient vs WindSpeed
Power Coefficient, Cp

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0
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25

Windspeed (mph)
Current

Baseline

Figure 4.6 Graph of the rotor power coefficient vs. the range of wind speed.
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In Figure 4.7, it is shown the graph regarding the

and the TSR. It can be

observed that for the baseline turbine it is obtained a tip-speed ratio of 4.90 for the
maximum

and of 4.32 for the new design.

It is known that the optimum tip speed ratio is found by means of:

(4.6)
Initially, as the tip speed increases, the propulsive forces increase too. As TSR
further rises, efficiency rises and peaks, as it can be observed in Figure 4.7. At higher tip
speeds, the airfoil sections begin to operate at non-optimum angles of attack, and
propulsive forces decreases, as well, as power. Clearly, the new planform, has a better
performance enhancing the forces at low TSR.

Rotor Power Coefficient vs Tip Speed Ratio
Power Coefficient, Cp
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Figure 4.7 Graph of the rotor power coefficient against the tip speed ratio
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Finally, it is obtained the Gross Annual Energy Production for the new planform,
obtaining a total of 609.19 kWh/year, 5.5% more than the baseline wind turbine. So, the
overall of the new planform is positive due that by means of energy over a year, more
energy is extracted.

Figure 4.8 Screenshot of the GAEP output obtained for the new planform design

It has been analyzed also different cases with different rotor length. Changing the
rotor radius is the most effective way of increasing the power due that are directly related,
since power varies as a swept area. Two different length of radius are analyzed: 0.87 m
(2.854331 ft) and 0.90 m (2.95276 ft). It has to be taken into account that this
modification greatly increases the weight and cost of the system.
For the first modification of length (radius equal to 0.87 m) a GAEP of 604.48
kWhr/yr has been obtained. For the radius equal to 0.90 m it has been obtained a 671.86
kW hr/yr.
4.1.2

Case 2: Twist distribution

For the design of the new twist distribution, three different distributions have been
analyzed. All of them have been chosen considering to not differ much from the original
so it can still be replicable in Peru without any difficulty.
As Jamieson (2011) points out in this work, for the design of an aerodynamic
efficient blade it is aim to have the largest twist and chord at the root, which then
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decreases toward the tip. However, because of other considerations and as Nelson (2009)
declared “the inner part of the blade is only designed for some efficiency and starting
torque, because the outer third of the blade generates most of the power. Therefore, that is
the part of the blade that must be aerodynamically efficient.” (p.114)
To achieve that, it has been chosen three different twist distribution that are closed
to the one currently being use. By changing the twist distribution the angle of attack is
affected, as it has been mention before and the lift-to-drag coefficient too. Twisting the
blade along the length allowed the angle of attack to be optimized, depending on the
relative wind that a given portion of the blade would “see”. Also, by changing the angle
of attack, the lift is maximized, increasing the rotational moment and at last, the power
output. The results obtained for the different twist distributions are the following
presented:
Twist vs Blade station
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Figure 4.9 Three twist distributions compare to the baseline turbine along the blade.
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Lift-to-Drag Ratio Distribution
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Figure 4.10 Graph of the Lift-to-Drag ratio along the normalized radial position.
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Figure 4.11 Graph of the angle of attack along the normalized radial position.
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Figure 4.11 shows the airfoil angle of attack of the blade for each twist
distribution analyzed along the normalized radial position. The angle of attack is very
important, when it comes to the design of the blade, but also complicated, as it will
change as the real wind speed changes and the speed of the blade changes. The main goal
is also achieve a high lift-to-drag ratio, due that for the blade design is important to have
high lift with lower drag that leads directly to a better exploitation of the wind resource.
As it is shown in graph 4.11, for each twist distribution the airfoil angle of attack
changes along the blade radial position. In the first two twist distributions where only
little modifications were made, it can be seen that the angle of attack remains close to the
baseline. In the third twist distribution, that it is the one that differ the most from the
baseline, the changes are more abruptly obtaining mostly negative angle of attacks.
The main graphic here, as it has been said before, is the lift-to-drag distribution.
Here it has been found, that the baseline holds the maximum

with a 17.8,

compared to 15.6, 16.1 and 11.3 of the twist distribution 1, 2 and 3 respectively for the
first wind speed analyze. Regarding the results from the GAEP consumption for each
twist distribution:
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Table 4.2 GAEP results from the PROPID analysis
GAEP
(kWh/year)
Baseline

560

Twist Distr. 1

590.52

Twist Distr. 2

583.86

Twist Distr. 3

596.84

4.1.3

Case 3: Airfoils

The airfoils are an important part of the design. The airfoil shape is in charge of
generating lift by taking advantage of the Bernoulli Effect. Wind turbine designers have
experimented with many different airfoil shapes over the years. It has been a continuous
effort to find the optimal shape that will perform a determinate a range of wind speeds.
Even minor changes in the airfoil can greatly affect the power output and noise produced
by the turbine as the results display with the modifications done in the baseline turbine.
Changing the airfoil of the blade affects the thickness and hence the torque and
the structural properties of the wind turbine, although this study does not cover those
aspects. The airfoil profile of the turbine actually changes down the length of the blade,
generally getting thinner and narrower toward the tips of the blades. This is to optimize
the lift and minimize drag, and therefore, the efficiency of the turbine. To prove this,
different analyses have been run with different configurations within the airfoil family
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chosen. The different configurations that have been analyzed are presented in the table
below:
Table 4.3 Different configurations within the airfoil family for the design case study.

Configuration 1
r/R location

Airfoil

0.00

NACA 4415

0.30

NACA 4412

0.75

NACA 4412

1.00

NACA 4409
Configuration 2

r/R location

Airfoil

0.00

NACA 4415

0.30

NACA 4412

0.75

NACA 4409

1.00

NACA 4409
Configuration 3

r/R location

Airfoil

0.00

NACA 4415

0.30

NACA 4409

0.75

NACA 4409

1.00

NACA 4409
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Table 4.3 (continued) Different configurations within the airfoil family for the design
case study.

Configuration 4
r/R location

Airfoil

0.00

NACA 4415

0.30

NACA 4415

0.75

NACA 4415

1.00

NACA 4415

For the different configurations of the airfoil, it has been seeking to make the
blade thinner on the tip and thicker on the root to be able to stand the wind forces. This
decreasing thickness from root to tip accommodates both structural and aerodynamic
needs in the turbine. That is the reason to use in configuration 1 and 2, a NACA 4415 at
the root and a NACA 4409 at the tip. In configuration 3 and 4, it has been tried to make
the airfoil very thin towards the tip (using NACA 4409) or just thicker (using NACA
4415).
The results obtained during the analysis with PROPID have been the following:
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Lift Coefficient Distribution
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Figure 4.12 Graph of the lift coefficient along the normalized radial position.

In the graph above it can be observed the different lift distribution for each
configuration, including the baseline. The maximum lift coefficient encountered for each
configuration has been, 0.47, 0.47, 0.46 and 0.49, for configuration 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively. Acknowledging that configuration 4 permits a better lift distribution along
the blade, therefore, improving the overall efficiency of the turbine, as it can be proved in
the GAEP results later.

Figure 4.13 shows the analysis results for the rotor thrust versus the range of wind
speed settled for the analysis, as it is stated in the graph, configuration 4 allows the
turbine to achieve a maximum thrust of 11.7 lbs. compared to 10.6 lbs. in the case of the
baseline turbine.
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Rotor Thrust vs Windspeed
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Figure 4.13 Graph of the rotor thrust along the wind range speeds.

Finally, the GAEP results have demonstrated that the best airfoil configuration to
gather most energy of the wind is the one that uses the NACA 4415 in all the radial
locations along the blade.
Table 4.4 GAEP results obtained for the airfoil family and difference with the baseline.

Airfoil configuration

GAEP (kWh/year)

Difference with the
baseline (%)

(1)

555

-1

(2)

492

-12.1

(3)

435

-22.3

(4)

617

10.2
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4.1.4

Optimum combination

As it has been stated previously, the performance of the rotor is directly affected
by the interplay of all the design variables analyzed in the past sections. Because of this,
after reviewing the results from the approach optimization of the blade in each design
variable, these may be combined. These results obtained from the analysis in terms of
GAEP and their differences from the baseline turbine are presented in table 4.6.

Rotor Power vs Windspeed
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Figure 4.14 Graph of the rotor power versus the range of wind speed studied
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Table 4.5 GAEP results obtained from all the analysis with PROPID

Case Study

Description

GAEP (kWh/year)

Difference from
baseline (%)

Baseline

IT-PE-100 model

560

-

New planform

Dornier inspiration

609

8.8

design

planform

Chord length

Variances on the

604.48

8

672

20

Twist distribution

591

5.5

(1), (2) and (3)

584

4.3

597

6.6

Airfoil

555

-1

configurations (1),

492

-12.1

(2), (3) and (4)

435

-22.3

617

10.2

chord length (radius)
(0.87 m and 0.90 m)

Twist distribution

Airfoil selection

It can be highlighted that the best rotor performance in terms of Annual Energy
Production has been achieved by the modifications in the planform and the airfoil
selection, closely followed by the third twist distribution chosen. The modification in the
chord length it has not been considered to be included in this analysis because of its
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implication in the weight and cost of the turbine and it does not match the objective of the
study.
In order to achieve the best performance of the blade, the three modifications have
been combined and the results of the analysis are shown in Figure 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16.
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Figure 4.15 Graph of the rotor power coefficient versus TSR
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Figure 4.16 Graph of the rotor thrust versus the range of the wind speed.

With a combination of a new planform, a more steep twist distribution and using a
NACA 4415 along the entire blade a better performance over high wind speeds have been
obtained. As it can be observed in Figure 4.14, the baseline turbine and the optimum
combination have similar power coefficients, 0.421 and 0.401 respectively. The current
turbine shows a better performance for high winds and mayor thrust meanwhile the
baseline maintains a constant work at low wind speeds, just fulfilling the requirements of
Cajamarca.

Finally, the analysis for the Gross Annual Energy Production yields 674.91
kWh/yr, a 20.6% difference with the baseline turbine.
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Figure 4.17 Output of the analysis with PROPID with the GAEP result.

4.2

Accuracy and veracity of the results

As Selig (2012), the authors of the user manual of PROPID declared:
The author and the University of Illinois make NO WARRANTY or
representation, either expressed or implied, with respect to this software, its quality,
accuracy, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. This software is
provided “AS IS”, and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and
accuracy. (p. 73)
Taking into consideration Seligs statement a total accuracy of the data regarding the
veracity of the data cannot be assured. Nonetheless, each analysis has been considered
significant towards the objective of this study. For the simplification of the analysis,
determinate assumptions regarding the environmental and working conditions of the
turbine have been made that can affect the final results. They can be summarized as
follows:


The calculation of the Gross Annual Energy Production (GAEP) does not take
into account any kind of losses (generator, transmission, etc.). It is the energy
produced over a year by the wind energy equipment at the environmental
conditions settled for the analysis.
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The GAEP analysis has been calculated only for the average wind speed
following the guidelines of the previous work with the turbine of Sánchez,
Chiroque and Ramírez (2001). Assuming a Weibull distribution of the wind
resource with a shape parameter equal to 2.



The design point for the analysis has been restricted to 365 rpm (tip-speed-ratio of
5), 0º blade pitch and average wind of 14.54 mph.



It has been considered the best scenario for the analysis of the data as the range of
wind speed from 7.83 mph to 26.84 mph with an increment of 1 mph for the
analysis.



No technical restrictions have been applied to the analysis of the turbine (e.g.
nominal power of the turbine).

With the aforementioned before, the results obtained in terms of GAEP have been
very optimistic and they intended to work as guidelines for further optimization in
determinate parameters that involve the geometry of the blade of the turbine. Also, the
software PROPID counts with the endorsement of several scientific papers from the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) supporting the veracity of their results
compared to the results in experimental wind tunnels with a very low error.
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4.3

Summary

In this section it has been explained in detail the analysis with PROPID on the
actual turbine, IT-PE-100 and the different design case studies that were exposed in the
last chapter. Then, the results from the analysis have been presented. In each case has
been shown the adequate results regarding the aerodynamics, power coefficient and
Annual Energy Production.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section provides the main conclusions and findings extracted from the analysis
of this study, followed by the answers and discussion to the research question and
assumptions stated in Chapter 1. After that, it shows the discussion related to the
optimization of the blade in the case study of Cajamarca and the feasibility of the
production of the new blade in rural areas.

5.1

Findings and conclusions

After analyzing the results obtained from the different design case of studies it can be
affirmed that the optimization of a wind turbine through changing the design of the blade
is possible. Even though, each variable should be studied carefully. The main findings
from the results obtained can be summarized as follows:


The easiest way to improve and gather more energy from the wind is changing the
rotor diameter. In the analysis of the IT-PE-100, it has been found an
improvement of the 20% extending the rotor radius 0.5 m. The implication of this
modification has major consequences to the wind turbine in as much as weight,
material and overall, cost.
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The planform designed inspired by the Dornier 228 has shown an improvement in
Annual Energy Production, specifically 8.8% from baseline. Its straight leading
edge and segmented leading edge permits a total easiness for manufacturing in
low technology environments and an efficient way of gathering the wind resource.



Two different twist distributions close to the original used in Cajamarca have
been analyzed and also a third sharper twist distribution. The improvement
compared to the baseline it has not been significant compared to other
modifications along the blade (5.5%, 4.3% and 6.6% respectively).



The airfoil selection has been a crucial design variable in this study. It has been
determined four different configurations within the NACA airfoil family. With
most of them negative results have been obtained except for using the NACA
4415 for the entire blade. The use of this last configuration has yielded a 10.2%
beneficial energy production over a year.



The use of NACA 4415 has very good aerodynamical performance over low
Reynolds numbers, fitting the needs and requirements of the environment of
Cajamarca. There can be implications regarding that its thickness, implying more
material and cost to the turbine as well as structural and load consequences that
should be studied.



Taking in consideration that each design variable is related and affects the rotor
performance, a combination of the most beneficial modifications has been
analyzed. The result obtained has been a 20.6% difference in comparison with the
baseline. The analysis of the rotor power performance has concluded that this
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combination of variables works with high performance for high wind speeds that
maybe it is not the most appropriate for the environmental conditions in Peru.

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that with small modifications to the actual
blade design of the IT-PE-100 wind turbine a better exploitation of the wind resource is
possible. It should be emphasized that along the design process all the modifications
proposed has not differ a lot from the original, so it is still achievable to be fabricated in
low technology environments. This study has been also focus on an aerodynamical
perspective. Nevertheless in practice, wind turbine design is a multidisciplinary
optimization problem with no unique solution and that involves structures problems,
vibrations, stability, fatigue life, control and power systems, etc., the results obtained
have proved that the turbine is versatile and reliable, and that it is efficient even for range
of low wind speeds. This study aims to prove guidelines for further research in the field
of optimization of small wind turbines for rural areas maintaining simplicity as a main
objective.

5.2

Research questions, assumptions, delimitations and limitations

The main research question addressed in section 1.5 was:


Is it possible to improve the efficiency of the IT-PE-100 by changing the design
of the blades?

As it has been mentioned before, after the analysis of design case study, the results in
terms of GAEP have been favorable in most of the cases. A combination of these
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variables, resulting in a new blade design, has been analyzed obtaining beneficial effects
when it comes in gathering the energy of the wind.
This primary research question leads to a second essential question:


Is it feasible to keep the design of the blade simple enough to be fabricated
locally in low technology environments?

This has been the main concern and driven force over the design process. All the
modifications in each case design have been though for easiness in fabrication and
manufacture.
The inspiration in the Dornier planform was designed with the aim of an easy
assembly and production of the blade. Its straight shape avoids the use of high
technological tools and materials used in modern HAWT, providing a high performance
and a simple manufacture. The variations in the chord length and twist distributions are
easily feasible to be reproduced in any environment with basic tools like the workshop in
Cajamarca.
The decision of choosing airfoils within the family of NACA was because its shape is
easy to build following simple templates. As it is shown in the manual of the IT-PE-100,
templates for the NACA 4412 are provided and they can be easily reproduced in patterns
and molds. Regarding the assumptions, delimitations and limitations stated in Chapter 1
all of them have been respected for the conduction of this study. As it was settled in the
assumptions in section 1.6, for the analysis of the performance of the turbine, the BEM
method in which PROPID is based have been used. The delimitations of this research in
not using the number of blades as another design variable, is justified as a matter of the
small increase in maximum power that contributes to the turbine. As it is explained in the
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work of Wang, Tang and Liu (2012) the small additional amount of energy does
legitimate the additional cost for more blades.
The main limitations of this study has been the Betz’s law, as it is explained in
section 1.8, the efficiency of the new turbine cannot be higher than 59.3%. As it has been
explained in past sections, the actual power coefficient of the turbine was approximately
23.5%, allowing a margin of 35% for improvements. With the most efficient
configuration of the turbine (optimum combination), the power coefficient obtained is
28.39%, higher than the baseline turbine but not even close the Betz limit, so there is
room for further optimization and improvement.

5.3

Discussion

The engineers in charge of the design of wind turbines have a large number of
parameters to select just for the rotor: airfoil, planform, number of blades, radius, etc. but
the most efficient blade from an aerodynamic basis is generally the most difficult to
fabricate from a practical and manufacturing standpoint. For that reason, when it comes
to design a blade for a rural areas in a low technology environment a particular criteria
has to be taken into consideration.
For the blade design in developing countries is important to ensure the quality and
durability of the product as well as limiting the materials costs to make the final
electricity price as low as possible. Because of that, the modifications perform on the
turbine has been taken into consideration the use of possible more material in addition to
the efficiency of the blade.
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A trade-off solution should be encountered between improving the performance,
reducing costs materials and maintaining an ease of manufacturing. From the
modifications proposed, they have been intended to be simple but they can involve more
use of material or the need of more skilled labor. For example, the planform used is wider
so it should require more material as well as the twist distribution (20º - 5º) may require
different tools.
This study aimed to demonstrate that it was possible to optimize the current
turbine performing with little modifications. A more extended research should be made
towards if those modifications are beneficial to the population in an economic and
sustainable perspective.

5.4

Recommendations

The first objective of this study was to identify and optimize the performance and
efficiency of the IT-PE-100 wind turbine. After performing the software analysis of each
modification proposed in this thesis, further research should be made in order to validate
the optimization method. To be able to compare and certified the results obtained in
PROPID, the blades should be fabricated and experimented in a wind tunnel or in the
field simulating the environmental conditions in Peru.
This study has been mainly focus on the aerodynamical design; a structural study of
the performance of these modifications and its consequences on the performance of the
wind turbine is an important motivation for additional research.
Further research in the area of optimization in wind turbines for rural areas should
be done. Also, PROPID has been proved as suitable software for the analysis and design
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of wind turbines. In addition to PROPID, it can be utilized PROPGA, a genetic algorithm
based optimization method for blade geometry of HAWT. As Selig (1999) indicated:
PROPGA mimics Darwin’s theory of the survival of the fittest over a population
of candidate blade shapes that evolves from one generation to the next. Blade
designs having a large fitness according to the objective function for the
optimization process have a larger probability to “reproduce” in creating the new
generations compared with those with a small fitness value. A binary string
represents each candidate of blade geometry and the reproduction process
involves crossover and mutations operators. (p.1)

5.5

Summary

In this section has been outlined the main findings and conclusions from the study.
It has been discussed the trade-off solutions that should be encountered in order to
satisfied the needs of the low technology environments and getting the best performance
in the wind turbine. Finally, recommendations for further research have been made.
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Appendix A

PROPID input file

PROPID input code used in the main analysis of the turbine and for the environmental
conditions in Peru.
Baseline inputs file IT-PE-100
# Analysis case (Peru conditions)
# Stall Regulated Turbine
# Basic input
MODE 1.0
INCV 0.0
LTIP 1.0
LHUB 1.0
IBR 1.0
ISTL 1.0
USEAP 1.0
WEXP 0.0
NS_NSEC 15.0 1.0
sectors
IS1
1.0
IS2 15.0
BE_DATA 1
SH 0.0
RHO 0.001690019
# Geometry
HUB 0.17647
HH 11.7647
BN 3
CONE 0.0
RD 2.788714
CH_TW
distribution
0.1679
0.1608
0.1547

wind turbine
wind turbine mode
use tip loss model
use hub loss model
use brake state model
use viterna stall model
use swirl suppression
boundary layer wind exponent
number of blade elements/number of

#
#
#
#
#

first segment used in analysis
last segment used in analysis
printout blade element data
shaft tilt effects
air density (slug/ft^3)

#
#
#
#
#
#

normalized hub cutout
normalized hub height
blade number
cone angle of rotor (deg)
radius (ft)
Normalized chord and twist

14.5
13.6
12.7

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

111
0.1466
0.1395
0.1324
0.1253
0.1182
0.1111
0.104
0.0969
0.0898
0.0827
0.0756
0.0685

11.8
10.9
9.9
9.1
8.2
7.3
6.3
5.4
4.5
3.6
2.7
1.8

# No stall models used
# CORRIGAN_EXPN 1
# Corrigan inputs are present but not used since stall
model is off
AIRFOIL_MODE
4
4
NACA4412.pd
.12 10.5 3 1.600 6
NACA4412.pd
.12 10.5 3 1.600 6
NACA4412.pd
.12 10.5 3 1.600 6
NACA4412.pd
.12 10.5 3 1.600 6
# airfoil family 1 with 4 airfoils
# r/R-location and airfoil index
AIRFOIL_FAMILY
4
.0000
1
.3000
2
.7500
3
1.0000
4
# use the first airfoil family (the one above)
USE_AIRFOIL_FAMILY
1
# Enforce tip loss model to always be on
TIPON
# Use the Prandtl tip loss model,
# not the original modified model.
TIPMODE 2

112
# Design point: 365 rpm, 0 deg pitch, 14.54 mph
DP 1 365 0.00 14.54 2
# Initiate design (does some required preliminary work
before analysis)
IDES
# Determine the rotor power, Cp, and thrust curves
(2D_SWEEP)
#
# use pitch setting from design point (DP) 1
PITCH_DP 1
# use rpm from design point (DP) 1
RPM_DP 1
# sweep the wind from 7.83 mph (3.5 m/s) to 26.84 mph (12
m/s) in increments of 1 mph
WIND_SWEEP 7.83 26.84 1 2
# perform the sweep
2D_SWEEP
# write out data to files
# 40 - power curve (kW) vs wind speed (mph)
# 45 - Cp vs TSR
# 51 - rotor thrust curve
WRITE_FILES 40 45 51
# Compute the gross annual energy production
# Output the data to file: gaep.dat
#
# Initial avg wind speed - 14.54 mph
# Final
avg wind speed - 26.84 mph
# Step
- 1 mph
# Cutout
- 33.554 mph
#
# 100% efficiency
# GAEP 14.54 26.84 1 40
#
# 14.54 mph only, 66% efficiency
GAEP 14.54 14.54 1 33.554 .66
# Obtain aero distributions along the blade (1D_SWEEP)
#
PITCH_DP 1
RPM_DP 1
WIND_SWEEP 7 26 4 2
1D_SWEEP
# write out
# 75 - blade l/d dist

113
# 76 - blade Re
# 80 - blade alfa
# 85 - blade cl
# 90 - blade a
WRITE_FILES 75 76

dist
dist
dist
dist
80 85 90

# Write out
# 95 - chord dist (ft-ft)
# 99 - alfa dist (ft-deg)
WRITE_FILES 95 99
# Write out the rotor design parameters to file ftn021.dat
DUMP_PROPID
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Appendix B

Tabulated Results Figures 4.5 – 4.16

Table A 1 Data shown in Figure 4.5
Axial Inflow Coefficient, a
Normalized Radial
Position
(r/R)

Current

Baseline

0.05

0.000

0.00

0.15

0.000

0.000

0.25

0.530

0.500

0.35

0.467

0.423

0.45

0.403

0.376

0.55

0.369

0.341

0.65

0.343

0.313

0.75

0.342

0.308

0.85

0.360

0.318

0.95

0.407

0.353
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Table A 2 Data shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7
Wind

Wind

speed

Power

speed

Power

(mph)

(kW)

(mph)

(kW)

TSR

Current

Current

Baseline

Baseline

Current

Current

Baseline

Baseline

7.83

0.0

7.83

0.0

9.28

-0.188

9.28

0.122

8.83

0.0

8.83

0.0

8.23

0.050

8.23

0.182

9.83

0.0

9.83

0.0

7.39

0.145

7.39

0.309

10.83

0.0

10.83

0.0

6.71

0.184

6.71

0.354

11.83

0.0

11.83

0.1

6.14

0.309

6.14

0.384

12.83

0.1

12.83

0.1

5.66

0.341

5.66

0.404

13.83

0.1

13.83

0.1

5.26

0.319

5.26

0.415

14.83

0.1

14.83

0.1

4.90

0.381

4.90

0.421

15.83

0.1

15.83

0.1

4.59

0.393

4.59

0.415

16.83

0.2

16.83

0.2

4.32

0.402

4.32

0.404

17.83

0.2

17.83

0.2

4.08

0.398

4.08

0.388

18.83

0.2

18.83

0.2

3.86

0.392

3.86

0.367

19.83

0.3

19.83

0.2

3.67

0.384

3.67

0.340

20.83

0.3

20.83

0.2

3.49

0.369

3.49

0.308

21.83

0.3

21.83

0.3

3.33

0.351

3.33

0.277

22.83

0.3

22.83

0.3

3.18

0.326

3.18

0.246

23.83

0.4

23.83

0.3

3.05

0.298

3.05

0.215

24.83

0.4

24.83

0.3

2.93

0.268

2.93

0.188

25.83

0.4

25.83

0.2

2.81

0.237

2.81

0.162

26.83

0.4

26.83

0.2

2.71

0.208

2.71

0.140

TSR
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Table A 3 Data shown in Figure 4.9

Twist distribution (deg)
Baseline station

Baseline

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.093

14.5

16.5

16.5

20.5

0.2789

13.6

15.6

15.6

19.5

0.4648

12.7

14.7

14.7

18.7

0.6507

11.8

13.8

13

17.8

0.8366

10.9

12.9

12.3

16.9

1.0225

9.9

11.9

11.5

15.9

1.2084

9.1

11.1

10.8

14.1

1.3944

8.2

10.2

10

13.2

1.5803

7.3

9.3

9

12.3

1.7662

6.3

8.3

8

11.3

1.9521

5.4

7.4

6.8

10

2.138

4.5

6.5

5.5

7.5

2.3239

3.6

5.6

4.5

6.6

2.5098

2.7

4.7

2.9

4.7

2.6958

1.8

3.8

1.8

5.8

2.7887

1.35

3.35

1.25

6.35

(ft)
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Table A 4 Data shown in Figure 4.10

Lift-to-drag ratio distribution

Normalized
Radial Position

Baseline

(r/R)

Twist dist.

Twist dist.

Twist dist.

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.05

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.15

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.25

12.0

10.7

10.7

8.5

0.35

16.9

15.6

16.1

11.3

0.45

17.8

15.3

16.1

7.4

0.55

14.9

11.8

12.5

3.0

0.65

12.8

9.2

9.8

2.2

0.75

11.7

7.7

8.2

0.5

0.85

11.3

7.0

7.8

-0.4

0.95

11.4

7.3

8.0

-0.4
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Table A 5 Data shown in Figure 4.11

Airfoil Angle of Attack distribution (deg)

Normalized
Radial Position

Baseline

(r/R)

Twist dist.

Twist dist.

Twist dist.

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.05

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.15

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.25

0.8

0.4

0.4

-0.2

0.35

1.1

0.7

0.9

-0.2

0.45

0.2

-0.2

-0.1

-1.3

0.55

-0.2

-0.7

-0.6

-2.0

0.65

-0.5

-1.0

-0.9

-2.1

0.75

-0.7

-1.2

-1.2

-2.4

0.85

-0.7

-1.3

-1.2

-2.6

0.95

-0.7

-1.3

-1.2

-2.6
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Table A 6 Data shown in Figure 4.12

Lift Coefficient Distribution

Normalized
Radial
Position

Baseline

Conf. 1

Conf. 2

Conf. 3

Conf. 4

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.25

0.34

0.37

0.37

0.36

0.39

0.35

0.46

0.47

0.47

0.46

0.49

0.45

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.37

0.42

0.55

0.34

0.34

0.34

0.30

0.35

0.65

0.30

0.30

0.28

0.25

0.30

0.75

0.27

0.27

0.25

0.22

0.28

0.85

0.26

0.26

0.23

0.20

0.27

0.95

0.27

0.27

0.23

0.21

0.27

(r/R)
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Table A 7 Data shown in Figure 4.13

Rotor thrust (lbs)

Windspeed

Baseline

(mph)

Configuratio

Configuratio

Configuratio

Configuratio

n1

n2

n3

n4

7.83

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.6

8.83

3.0

3.2

3.0

3.0

3.3

9.83

4.0

3.9

3.7

3.6

3.6

10.83

4.7

4.6

4.4

4.3

4.7

11.83

5.5

5.3

5.1

5.0

5.5

12.83

6.2

6.1

5.9

5.6

6.2

13.83

7.0

6.9

6.6

6.3

6.9

14.83

7.7

7.6

7.3

6.9

7.7

15.83

8.4

8.2

7.9

7.4

8.4

16.83

9.0

8.8

8.6

8.1

9.0

17.83

9.5

9.4

9.1

8.3

9.7

18.83

9.9

9.8

9.4

8.5

10.3

19.83

10.1

10.1

9.6

8.8

10.8

20.83

10.2

10.5

10.0

9.2

11.1

21.83

10.3

10.7

10.2

9.5

11.4

22.83

10.4

10.8

10.3

9.6

11.6

23.83

10.4

10.8

10.3

9.7

11.5

24.83

10.4

10.9

10.5

9.8

11.6

25.83

10.5

10.6

10.1

9.5

11.6

26.83

10.6

10.7

10.2

9.6

11.7
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Table A 8 Data shown in Figure 4.14 and 4.15
Wind

Wind

speed

Power

speed

Power

(mph)

(kW)

(mph)

(kW)

TSR

Current

Current

Baseline

Baseline

Current

Current

Baseline

Baseline

7.83

0.0

7.83

0.0

9.28

-0.225

9.28

0.122

8.83

0.0

8.83

0.0

8.23

0.028

8.23

0.182

9.83

0.0

9.83

0.0

7.39

0.177

7.39

0.309

10.83

0.0

10.83

0.0

6.71

0.268

6.71

0.354

11.83

0.0

11.83

0.1

6.14

0.323

6.14

0.384

12.83

0.1

12.83

0.1

5.66

0.356

5.66

0.404

13.83

0.1

13.83

0.1

5.26

0.377

5.26

0.415

14.83

0.1

14.83

0.1

4.90

0.390

4.90

0.421

15.83

0.1

15.83

0.1

4.59

0.398

4.59

0.415

16.83

0.2

16.83

0.2

4.32

0.400

4.32

0.404

17.83

0.2

17.83

0.2

4.08

0.401

4.08

0.388

18.83

0.2

18.83

0.2

3.86

0.400

3.86

0.367

19.83

0.3

19.83

0.2

3.67

0.397

3.67

0.340

20.83

0.3

20.83

0.2

3.49

0.390

3.49

0.308

21.83

0.3

21.83

0.3

3.33

0.379

3.33

0.277

22.83

0.4

22.83

0.3

3.18

0.369

3.18

0.246

23.83

0.4

23.83

0.3

3.05

0.356

3.05

0.215

24.83

0.5

24.83

0.3

2.93

0.342

2.93

0.188

25.83

0.5

25.83

0.2

2.81

0.326

2.81

0.162

26.83

0.5

26.83

0.2

2.71

0.307

2.71

0.140

TSR
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Table A 9 Data shown in Figure 4.16
Wind speed (mph)

Thrust (lbs)

Winds speed (mph)

Thrust (lbs)

Current

Current

Baseline

Baseline

7.83

1.5

7.83

2.7

8.83

2.2

8.83

3.0

9.83

3.0

9.83

4.0

10.83

3.8

10.83

4.7

11.83

4.7

11.83

5.5

12.83

5.5

12.83

6.2

13.83

6.3

13.83

7.0

14.83

7.2

14.83

7.7

15.83

8.1

15.83

8.4

16.83

9.0

16.83

9.0

17.83

9.9

17.83

9.5

18.83

10.9

18.83

9.9

19.83

11.8

19.83

10.1

20.83

12.5

20.83

10.2

21.83

13.3

21.83

10.3

22.83

14.0

22.83

10.4

23.83

14.7

23.83

10.4

24.83

15.3

24.83

10.4

25.83

15.8

25.83

10.5

26.83

16.1

26.83

10.6

